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Section A - General Knowledge (40 points)

While people have heard that our Sun has a spectral classification of G2V, you probably

are not immediately aware of what that entails. Answer questions 1-3 about spectral

types.

1. Identify the part of the spectral classification that indicates the Sun’s

approximate temperature. G2

2. Identify the approximate temperature range for the given classification identified

in Q1. Accept between 5700-5900 K

3. The remaining portion of the spectral type identifies the Yerkes luminosity class.

Based on the remaining portion, name what kind of luminosity class the Sun is.

Accept Main Sequence OR Dwarf

White dwarf stars are an important stellar phase in many Main Sequence stars. Answer

questions 4-6 about white dwarf stars.

4. Most white dwarf stars have what two elements in them? Select two answers.

a. Hydrogen

b. Helium

c. Carbon

d. Oxygen

e. Magnesium

5. (2 points) White dwarves uphold themselves due to electron degeneracy

pressure. Electrons are forced to go to higher energy levels when lower energy

levels fill up because of what quantum principle? Pauli Exclusion Principle

6. (2 points) Since white dwarves usually blow up at the specific threshold of 1.44

solar masses every time, this makes a particular type of explosion useful in

calculating distance.

a. What’s the name of this upper mass limit for white dwarves?

Chandrasekhar Limit

b. What type of explosion can be used as a standard candle? Type Ia

Supernova

One of the most notorious things people want to hear about regarding astronomy is

black holes. Answer questions 7-9 about black holes.

7. Usually, what initial mass in solar masses must a Main Sequence star have to

guarantee the inevitable formation of a black hole?

a. 8

b. 20

c. 30

d. 40

8. It’s theorized that black holes can evaporate. Arbitrary particles can slowly start

to escape the event horizon of a black hole if they summon right at the horizon. It

is then emitted as what kind of radiation? Hawking radiation



9. (2 points) There are two other properties that we can measure in a black hole:

Electric charge and angular momentum. If you have both angular momentum

and charge on a given black hole, then what type of black hole do you have?

a. Schwarzschild

b. Kerr

c. Reissner-Nordstrom

d. Kerr-Newman

e. Supermassive

Questions 10-12 use the H-R Diagram shown below.

10. Near which letter would a helium flash roughly occur at?

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

11. (2 points) Assuming each letter represents a star in that exact location, rank the

four stars by increasing size. D, A, B, C (+0.5 for each one in the right

order)

12. Assuming each letter represents different stages of a 1 solar mass star’s life, which

letter represents the stage before a planetary nebula?

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

Neutron stars are another important aspect of astronomy, notably for their strange

properties as objects. Questions 13-16 are about neutron stars.



13. (2 points) Explain the relationship between a Type II supernova and a neutron

star. When a massive star has a heavy enough core, the core begins to

collapse on itself and fuse protons and electrons into neutrons,

making the neutron star. Afterwards, a shockwave is produced to

release all the other layers of the star, creating the Type II Supernova.

(+1) For saying that the core of a massive star collapses into a neutron star

(+1) For saying that the shockwave from a collapsed core produces the Type II

supernova

14. (2 points) A recycled pulsar is a spinning neutron star that has essentially been

“reborn” due to a certain process. Describe this process that allows a pulsar to be

“recycled.” A recycled pulsar simply accretes matter from a giant

companion star to allow it to begin spinning faster again.

(+1) For saying that a recycled pulsar accretes matter from a giant companion star

(+1) For saying that the pulsar is being recycled by the accreting matter, as it begins to

spin up again.

15. Under certain conditions, magnetic energy can be produced to create a magnetar.

Which types of energy will be converted into magnetic energy in these

conditions? Select all that apply.

a. Heat

b. Light

c. Rotational

d. Electric

e. Nuclear

16. Neutron stars and black holes can be one component of a type of binary system

that revolves around a specific form of electromagnetic radiation. What is the

name of this type of binary? X-Ray Binary

Questions 17-22 pertain to various properties of stars and other objects.

17. (2 points) Population III stars don’t seem to exist nowadays, and if they do,

they’re remnants. The most plausible explanation as to why they don’t exist

involves their masses. Why don’t population III stars, then, exist? Primordial

stars that were also population III had much larger masses than what

our current stars could form, and since they’re also really massive,

they end up dying quickly as well due to faster fuel usage.

(+2) For saying that population III stars in the past had much larger masses than

what our current stars could produce.

18. Star Eren has a B-V color index of 0.56 and Star Jaeger has a B-V color index of

0.03. Which star is hotter? Star Jaeger

19. An interesting aspect of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation is how well

it fits a blackbody curve. But, what exactly is a blackbody? A perfect

“absorber” of all radiation that falls into it, and thus can also be

described as a perfect “emitter.”



20.What two factors can influence a star’s luminosity? Temperature (+0.5) AND

accept anything that involves the size of a star, like radius or surface

area (+0.5)

21. (3 points) An important aspect about stars is their way of fusing hydrogen to

helium. Identify two ways stars can fuse hydrogen and briefly explain how it

works. CNO Cycle captures protons within one single atom, going from

carbon all the way to oxygen before breaking a helium atom off. The

proton-proton chain has multiple protons fusing together separately

until unstable helium isotopes crash to make the stable helium atom.

(+0.5) For listing CNO cycle

(+0.5) For listing proton-proton chain

(+1) For describing CNO cycle

(+1) For describing the proton-proton chain

22.Stars can emit various types of electromagnetic radiation. Speaking of

electromagnetic radiation, list all seven types of electromagnetic radiation, from

smallest wavelength to largest wavelength. Gamma ray, X-Ray, Ultraviolet,

Visible Light, Infrared, Microwave, Radio (ALL SEVEN MUST BE

CORRECT)

Questions 23-30 are miscellaneous questions.

23.Gravitational waves are disturbances in spacetime curvature. Which of the

following would not create gravitational waves?

a. Supernova

b. Cosmological Inflation

c. Asymmetric Pulsars

d. Supermassive Black Hole

24.In dense cores of molecular clouds, there are two types of pressure that keep the

core from collapsing due to gravity until too much mass accrues. What types of

pressure are they? Gas pressure and magnetic pressure (+0.5 for each

one)

25. Yellow hypergiants are some of the most luminous stars, with absolute

magnitudes going up to -9. Many of these stars are thought to be the next stage

after the largest kind of what star? Red supergiants

26.Galaxies actually shouldn’t exist. At least, not if they were just composed of

baryonic matter. Dark matter manages to help hold galaxies together. Yet we

can’t seem to detect it. Why? Dark matter does not interact with

electromagnetic radiation, so it won’t absorb, emit, or reflect any of

the waves that we use to detect astronomical objects.

27. (2 points) Why do carbon stars have a “sooty” appearance? There is more

carbon than oxygen in the atmosphere of the star (+1), so after the

oxygen is expended from making carbon monoxide, carbon is left to

create other carbon compounds that give off the sooty look (+1)



28.This is an example of what kind of object?

a. Supernova Remnant

b. Herbig-Haro Object

c. Magnetic Cataclysmic Variable Eruption

d. Protostar

29.The spectra of the Cat’s Eye Nebula, a planetary nebula, had a wavelength that

didn’t seem to correspond to any element. It turns out that there was an element

associated with it (Nitrogen and Oxygen ions), but quantum selection rules

indicate that these spectra should not be generated under the given conditions.

What is the term for these impossible spectra? Forbidden lines

30.If a protostar fails to fuse hydrogen, it will end up becoming what? A brown

dwarf



Section B - Low to Mid Mass Variable Stars (20

points)

31. A lot of variable stars pulsate because of He III. What is He III? It is doubly

ionized helium (must say that it is ionized twice).

32. (2 points) A T Tauri star is emitting radiation, yet it’s not considered an actual

star: Why is that? A T Tauri star still doesn’t have sufficient temperature

to conduct nuclear fusion (+1), so its energy source is derived from

gravitational energy (+1).

33. In which of the following stars may you find a higher quantity of Lithium than

most stars? Select all that apply.

a. Mira Variable

b. T Tauri Variables

c. RR Lyrae Variables

d. Magnetic Cataclysmic Variables

Questions 34, 35, and 36 pertain to these four graphs of variable stars of some kind. The

x-axis expresses the phase interval (the exact periods will not be given), and the y-axis

expresses the magnitude of these stars.

34.Which graph(s) are not intrinsically variable stars? Select all that apply.

a. A

b. B

c. C



d. D

e. All of them are intrinsically variable stars

35. Which graph(s) are Cepheid variable stars? Select all that apply.

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

e. None of them are Cepheids

36.Which graph(s) are RRc Lyrae variable stars? Select all that apply.

a. A

b. B

c. C

d. D

e. None of them are RRc Lyraes

37. (2 points) A white dwarf that has tens of millions of Gauss will not have an

accretion disk filled with material from its binary companion. Why is that? Also

describe the process that allows this phenomenon to occur. A polar/magnetic

cataclysmic variable white dwarf has such a strong magnetic field that

it forces the material to accrete immediately (+1) in a process known

as threading, where the magnetic pressure generated matches the

ram pressure of the stream of the material, or the force that pushes

the material almost in a “wind-like” manner (+1).

38.(2 points) A Mira variable can be so much more luminous than the Sun, in spite

of the fact that it is less than two solar masses. Identify what stage of stellar

evolution a Mira is in and why this is important? A Mira variable is still

considered a red giant (+1) in spite of losing about half of its mass.

The reason why it still can be so much more luminous is because of

the extremely swelled up size of the star (+1).

39.Why is an RR Lyrae useful for determining distances? It is a standard candle,

meaning that it has a known periodic luminosity that can be used to

measure distances.

Question 40 deals with this light curve of a variable star.

40. (2 points) What subtype of U Geminorum star is this, and how do you know? It’s

an SU Ursae Majoris star (+1), which are known to have



“supermaxima/superbursts” of luminosity increase on top of an

initial rise in luminosity. The two peaks (and upcoming third)

represent such “supermaxima” (+1).

41. (2 points) There are two major differences between Type I and Type II Cepheids.

What are they? Type I stars are usually population I (high metallicity)

while Type II are population II (low metallicity) (+1) and Type I has

pulsation periods less than 10 days while Type II ranges from 10-100

days (+1).

42.For novae and supernovae from white dwarf stars, there is typically runaway

fusion of some element due to accretion from a companion star. Which element

will have runaway fusion in a nova and a supernova? Hydrogen for a nova,

and carbon for a supernova (+0.5 for each one correctly matched)

43.Orion Variables are known to have sporadic luminosity variations, and eventually

these should stabilize into regular, non-variable stars. Based on that information,

which of these statements are true?

I. T Tauri stars are Orion Variables

II. Orion Variables have passed the Main Sequence phase

III. Orion Variables utilize the Kappa Mechanism

a. I only

b. II only

c. III only

d. I and II

e. I and III

f. II and III

g. I, II, and III

h. None of the above

44.Intermediate polars are strong X-Ray emitters because of deceleration radiation.

What is deceleration radiation? This is also known as Bremsstrahlung,

where high velocity particles from the accretion stream create a shock

that can decelerate particles enough to release X-Ray radiation.

45. How can a dredge-up turn a Mira variable into a carbon star? Via convection,

carbon will be brought out to the surface from the helium fusing core

and create a more carbon rich atmosphere, thus potentially making a

carbon star.



Section C - Deep Sky Objects (40 points)

Questions 46-48 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.

46.Which object is this? Tycho’s Supernova Remnant/SN 1572/B

Cassiopeiae

47. What wavelength was this image taken in? Radio

48.(2 points) The material in this object glows very brightly in X-Ray form along

with other objects just like it. Why? The shockwaves (+1) from the

supernova explosion will heat up the stellar debris emitted to millions

of degrees, thereby allowing a small glow to emit (+1) at such a high

temperature.

Questions 49-51 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.

49. Which object can be found in this image? HBC 672

50. This object resides in what bigger object shown in the entirety of this image?

The Serpens Nebula

51. (2 points) What is causing the apparent dark line to appear within the area and

why? There is a planet that is warping the planet-forming disc (+1),

and the disc covers a plane of the star where light cannot escape (+1)

Questions 52-54 pertain to these graphs showing the trajectory of a certain deep sky

object.



52. Which object do these graphs pertain to? LP 40-365

53. For objects of its kind, it lacks a lot of which of the following elements? Select all

that apply. Give +0.5 if they get two of the three elements correct and +1

for all three. Make the points 0 if either helium or iron is selected.

a. Hydrogen

b. Helium

c. Carbon

d. Oxygen

e. Iron

54. (2 points) How can you explain both the graphs and the missing elements? This

is a special case of a Type Ia supernova, where helium accretes into a

white dwarf to cause the explosion (+1). This does not always destroy

the star entirely, and it’s likely that LP 40-365 is a blown off remnant

of this explosion.

Questions 55-58 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.

55. Which object is at the center? U Antliae

56. What is that red glow around the object? It’s an expelled atmosphere of the

star.

57. Based on what type of object this is, which of these chemical compounds is likely

the most abundant in that red region?



a. Hydrogen Gas (H2)

b. Water Vapor (H2O)

c. Carbon Monoxide (CO)

d. Rust/Iron Oxide (Fe2O3)

58.This object will help astronomers understand how stars evolve in what particular

stage? Asymptotic Giant Branch

Questions 59-62 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.

59. Which object is this? ESO 577-24

60.What constellation is this object in? Virgo

61. It’s impressive that astronomers managed to get a photo of this type of object.

Why is that? ESO 577-24 is a planetary nebula, but these types of objects

only last a couple thousand of years, so they’re a short-lived event that

we do not see often.

62.How does this object get all of its brilliant colors? UV radiation from the

white dwarf core will ionize the expelled layers and cause it to shine.

Questions 63-65 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.

63.Which object is at the center of this image? HOPS 383



64.Based on the classification of this object, is the wavelength of the radiation that

this object emits shorter or longer than that of infrared radiation? What about

ultraviolet? Since HOPS 383 is a class 0 protostar, it has radiation that

is longer than both infrared and ultraviolet (+0.5 for each correct

answer)

65. (2 points) Strangely enough, this object had a burst of some radiation in 2017.

What type of radiation was emitted and how may this burst help the object

magnetically gain material? These X-Ray (+1) flares will occasionally flare

up and help strip electrons from atoms, allowing the generation of a

magnetic force to drive an outflow of gas and dust that lets other

material fall into the protostar (+1).

Questions 66-68 pertain to an artist's depiction of this deep sky object.

66.Which object is shown in this artwork? SDSS 1035+0551

67. There are two main objects in a system together. What are those two objects? A

white dwarf (+0.5) and a brown dwarf (+0.5)

68.(2 points) Why do we consider this system “dead,” and what physical property

did scientists investigate to confirm that the system is “dead?” This cataclysmic

variable system is considered dead because it uses a brown dwarf, a

“dead” star that we have yet to see donate matter to a white dwarf

(+1). Scientists figured this out by noticing that the system did not

surpass the minimum orbital period to be considered a cataclysmic

variable (+1).

Questions 69-72 pertain to this image of a certain deep sky object.



69.Which object is shown here? V1331 Cyg

70.What type of object is the one you identified in question 69? It’s a pre-main

sequence star, specifically a T Tauri (pre-main sequence is fine).

71. Surrounding the object is a very circular object. What is that object? It’s a

reflection nebula (give +0.5 if they just say nebula)

72. Why is this object an interesting object to continue looking at for future

observations? The jets are in-line with the Earth, so we can make

observations from a pole standpoint.

Questions 73-75 pertain to this graph of a certain deep sky object. It was an 8 hour

observation of the object regarding .

73. What object is associated with this graph? AR Scorpii

74. This object was originally misclassified as a Delta Scuti Variable, but it turns out

it is the very first kind of what object? A “white dwarf” pulsar

75. (2 points) Does it look like the object has a fast rotation or slow rotation? How

may it have gotten such a fast/slow rotation? Considering that a smaller set

of waves needed to be shown, the AR Scorpii is rotating very quickly



(+1). This spin-up to a fast rotation period is likely due to accretion of

material (+1)

Questions 76-78 pertain to this star chart of a certain deep sky object.

76. Which object is shown in green? Orion Nebula

77. Based on the fact that stars are present, it should not be difficult to identify what

type of object it is. However these objects have subtypes to them. What subtype is

this object? It is a diffuse nebula

78. (2 points) Stars like those in this object will often emit stellar winds that can

create shocks. What three types of shocks are in this object, and where may you

find many these shocks in the object? There are bow shocks (+0.5),

jet-driven shocks (+0.5), and warped shocks (+0.5), and they will

often be located in Herbig-Haro objects (+0.5)



Section D - Mathematics (30 points)

For numerical answers, you must label units AND have

either an exact answer OR at least 3 significant figures!

For variable answers, use only the variables provided to

you! Always show work.

79. Star Logan has a parallax of 10 arcseconds and a mass of 5 solar masses. How far

away is Star Logan in parsecs? d=1/p → d=1/10 pc → 0.100 pc

(+1) For 0.100 pc

80.Type Ia Supernova Yohe explodes at a distance of 12589254 parsecs away. What

is the apparent magnitude of supernova Yohe? m-M = 5log(d/10), plug in

accordingly and solve for “m”. People have varying absolute

magnitudes for a Type Ia supernova, but I use -19.5 (thus apparent

magnitude is about 11.0)

(+1) For a number between 10.9 to 11.3

81. (2 points) Star Hack has a peak wavelength of 320 nm. What is the peak

temperature and corresponding stellar spectral letter? Use Wein’s

Displacement Law: λmax=2898000/T → 320=2898000/T → 9060 K

which is an A type star

(+1) For 9050-9070 K

(+1) For saying it’s an A type star

Questions 82 and 83 involve this diagram of an RR Lyrae Variable Star. The y-axis is the

apparent magnitude.

82. (2 points) What is the absolute magnitude of this star? There is a specific

relationship that can quantify the absolute magnitude of an RR Lyrae

star based on its period in days. The relationship is:

M=-2.81*log(Period) - 1.43. Using Period=0.3898… days, you get the

answer of M=-0.280

(+1) For using the period of the star listed on the graph

(+1) For saying the absolute magnitude is -0.278 to -0.282



83.(2 points) How far away is the star in parsecs? This requires the distance

modulus, but we also need to work with finding the apparent

magnitude. We can average the highest and lowest magnitude to

approximate the apparent magnitude, which is about 15.1. We then

use distance modulus with our answer in part a. m-M = 5log(d/10)

should allow us to solve, giving us a result of 11900 parsecs.

(+1) For using an apparent magnitude between 15.05 to 15.15

(+1) For getting an answer of 11800 to 12000 parsecs

Question 84 uses this graph, which is a fun reference to one of the DSOs from previous

years: 3C 273!

84.(2 points) Use the H-Beta line to show the redshift of 3C 273 is 0.158 (range from

0.152 to 0.164). You need to use the formula z=(λ-λ0)/λ0 where λ is the

observed wavelength of an element and λ0 is the wavelength of the

same element but observed on Earth. H-Beta has λ0 wavelength of

4860 Angstroms, and this graph indicates a λ wavelength of about

5610 Angstroms, so you should get an answer ranging within the

given numbers.

(+1) For using the formula z=(λ-λ0)/λ0

(+0.5) For knowing that H-Beta has a base wavelength of about 4860 Angstroms OR

486 nanometers

(+0.5) For having an answer that fits within the given range

85.(2 points) If Star Aaron has a magnitude of -2 and Star Herbert has a magnitude

of 2, which star is brighter and by how many times? Star Aaron is brighter

(+1). Use Pogson’s ratio to determine the luminosity difference:

L=2.511886
∆m

where ∆m is the difference in magnitude. Since the

difference is 4, Star Aaron will be about 39-41 times brighter (+1)

(5 points) Stars Irvin and Blouch are distance “a” away from each other and are in

circular orbits. Star Blouch has mass “M,” and Star Irvin is three times as massive as



Star Blouch. Use this to answer questions 86 to 88. All answers should be in terms of “a”

and “M” and any constants.

86.(2 points) What is the period, “P” of the star system? Use the formula

p
2
=a

3
/(M1+M2) to get an answer. We just need to combine the masses

of Stars Irvin and Blouch (M+3M=4M) and then square root. The

answer should be P=a
3/2

/2M

(+1)* For using p
2
=a

3
/(M1+M2)

(+0.5)* For using p
2
=a

3

*Award the points based on which Kepler’s Third Law formula was used

(+1)
+

For an answer of P=a
3/2

/2M

(+0.5)
+

For an answer of a
3/2

*Award for one OR the other answers being listed, not both

87. (2 points) How far away is each star from the center of mass? For two stars, we

can find the relationship using r1M1=r2M2. We know that Star Irvin is

three times as massive as Star Blouch, and based on this relationship,

Star Blouch must be three times as far from the center of mass than

Star Irvin. Since the distance from the stars is always “a,” that must

mean that Star Irvin is 0.25a from the center, and Star Blouch is 0.75a

from the center.

(+1) For saying Star Irvin is 0.25a from the center

(+2) For saying Star Blouch is 0.75a from the center

88.What is the orbital velocity, “v,” of Star Blouch? Use the formula to𝑣 = 𝐺𝑀
𝑟

determine the answer, where r is the distance from the center of mass

to Star Blouch. is the answer.𝑣 = 𝐺𝑀
0.75𝑎  

(+1) For an answer of 𝑣 = 𝐺𝑀
0.75𝑎

(8 points) Questions 89 to 92 regard this graph of a spectroscopic binary system. The

period of RZ-cas is about 1.195 days.



89.What is the radial velocity of the entire system, and is the system approaching or

going away from us? It is about 40-50 km/s (+0.5), and the system is

approaching us (+0.5)

90.(2 points) Is the primary or secondary star bigger, and by how many times? The

primary star is bigger (+1), and it is about 3.4 to 3.7 times larger (+1)

(create a ratio with the larger orbital velocity on top and the smaller

orbital velocity on the bottom, but make sure to have -40 to -50 km/s

as the zero axis).

91. (2 points) Will the secondary star ever have a redshifted spectra compared to our

spectra on Earth? If so, what time frame will it be redshifted in days between 0

and 1.195, inclusive? If not, explain how you know. Yes, the secondary star

will redshift (+1) between about 0.0590 to 0.560 days (+1) (Solve this

by looking for the part on the secondary curve that is above 0 km/s

and then multiplying the associated photometric phase by the

period.)

92.(3 points) Let’s say the angle of inclination for this system is 45 degrees from the

plane of true orbit. What is the combined mass of both stars in kilograms? We

need to use a modified version of Kepler’s Third Law that involves the

MAXIMUM orbital velocities and the orbital inclination. A formula

that will work is: where M is the combined masses𝑀 = 𝑃
2π𝐺 *

(𝑣
1
𝑚𝑎𝑠+𝑣

2
𝑚𝑎𝑥)3

𝑠𝑖𝑛3(𝑖)

of the stars, P is the period in SECONDS, “i” is the angle of inclination,



is the combined maximum orbital velocities achieved by the𝑣
1
𝑚𝑎𝑠 + 𝑣

2
𝑚𝑎𝑥

stars. You need to convert the period to seconds and the orbital

velocities to m/s, and then plug numbers accordingly. The answer will

vary greatly, so 1.10-1.40 x 10
31

kg.

(+2)* For using Kepler’s Third Law WITH the angle of inclination𝑀 = 𝑃
2π𝐺 *

(𝑣
1
𝑚𝑎𝑠+𝑣

2
𝑚𝑎𝑥)3

𝑠𝑖𝑛3(𝑖)

(+1)* For using Kepler’s Third Law p
2
=a

3
/(M1+M2)

(+1) For having an answer between 1.10-1.40 x 10
31

kg

*Award the points based on which Kepler’s Third Law formula was used

(5 points) I want to know how far a galaxy is and how fast it is receding, so I look to a

Type Ia Supernova called 1994ae. Use the graph below to answer questions 93 and 94.

93.(3 points) Since this is an extremely far distance, we need to use Hubble’s Law to

solve for the recessional velocity, or how fast the galaxy is going away. It requires

a constant, H0, which will be 70 km/s/Mpc. Based on that information, what’s the

recessional velocity in km/s? See problem 80 to solve for distance. If the

apparent magnitude is 13.1, the answer will be about 30.0 to 33.5

Megaparsecs. v=H0d where v is the recessional velocity and d is the

distance in Megaparsecs. If we plug in our answer from 60 and

multiply it by 70, we get v=2100 to 2350 km/s.

(+1) For using distance modulus AND getting a distance between 30.0 to 33.5

Megaparsecs OR something equivalent

(+1) For using Hubble’s Law (v=H0d)

(+1) For getting an answer between 2100 to 2350 km/s

94.(2 points) Use the formula z=v/c to determine the redshift, and then explain why

this redshift formula should be used compared to other redshift formulas you

may have seen. Given the formula and knowing that c is the speed of



light, we can determine the answer by dividing our answer in 61 by

the speed of light in km/s, which is about 2.998 x 10
5

km/s, so the

redshift should be about 0.00700 to 0.00800 (+1). The reason why

this doppler redshift formula should be used is because this formula

is usable when the speed of an object is far smaller than that of the

speed of light, so any cosmological factors and beyond will not be

considered and can thus be ignored (+1).



Section E - Challenging Tiebreaking Problems (30

points)

(TB#2 - 9 points) 34 Cygni has very interesting properties known to astronomers. We’ll

investigate its properties a bit more with these questions, namely its spectroscopy.

95. Give the more common name of this star. P Cygni

96.What type of star is 34 Cygni?

a. S Doradus Variable

b. Carbon Star

c. Delta Scuti Variable

d. Magnetic Cataclysmic Variable

97. The odd part about 34 Cygni is that around the same wavelengths, there seems to

exist both an absorption and emission line from the same atomic species. The

cause can primarily be explained through stellar winds carrying the material in a

different manner as it approaches towards us.

a. (3 points) Because of these stellar winds being so strong, a certain

phenomenon occurs that allows an absorption line to appear from the

emission line, and there is a very small distance between the two lines.

What phenomenon is it? Doppler shifting

b. (4 points) In the 34 Cygni spectra, the absorption line has a smaller

wavelength than the emission line. Thus, is the stellar wind going towards

us cooling down or heating up? How do you explain that? It’s cooling

down (+1). The absorption line is being blueshifted (+1),

meaning that the wind coming towards us is causing the

absorption discrepancy (+2). If it’s an absorption line, the

stellar material is not as hot and would rather absorb energy

than emit it, so thus the wind going towards us must be cooling

down.

(TB#3 - 10 points) The Stefan-Boltzmann Law is always interesting to discuss.

Normally, you probably look at the law in terms of stars, but there’s more to the formula

that you may not have realized.

98.Let’s start simple. Say we have Stars Seiler and Levy, where Star Levy has a radius

three times that of Star Seiler, but Star Levy has half the temperature of that of

Star Seiler. What is the ratio of luminosity of Star Seiler to Star Levy? 16:9 or

Star Seiler is 16/9 times brighter than Star Levy.

99.(3 points) The Stefan-Boltzmann Law can apply to objects that are not just round

stars. Let’s say in an alternate universe, stars actually take up the shape of

equilateral triangular prisms.



a. (2 points) If the side lengths of the triangle are 7x10
5

meters, the height of

the triangular prism is 2x10
5

meters, the temperature of the star is 3000 K,

and the emissivity is 0.5, what is the thermal energy output in W/m
2
K

4
? If

we call the side length of the triangle “a” and the height “h”, the

surface area can be determined by using the formula

, and plugging the numbers in will result in𝑆𝐴 = 3
2 𝑎2 + 3𝑎ℎ

about 8.444 x 10
11

m
2

for a surface area. Multiplying that surface

area by the emissivity, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and the

temperature raised to the fourth power, we get an answer of

1.94 x 10
18

W/m
2

(+1) For a surface area of 8.41-8.47 x 10
11

m
2

(+1) For an answer of 1.90-1.98 x 10
18

W/m
2

b. How would the answer change if the star was a perfect reflector instead of

having an emissivity of 0.5? No thermal energy would be emitted,

because emissivity would be zero.

100. (6 points) We can use the law to help us to approximate temperatures a

certain radius away from an emitting star, and we can use this to help us find

what planets could be habitable. It’s best to think of the radiation expanding

outwards in a spherical manner. Here’s some information:

- Water on Earth is normally 288 Kelvin

- Water boils at 373 Kelvin

- Water freezes at 273 Kelvin

- Earth is on average 1.00 AU away

- Mars is on average 1.52 AU away

- Venus is on average 0.753 AU away

- Mercury is on average 0.390 AU away

a. (1 point) Start by identifying the general relationship between temperature

and radius, assuming luminosity remains constant. Given that the

relationship is L=R
2
T

4
(regarding just the variables), we can see

that R and T are inversely related, since if either variable

increases, the other must decrease to keep luminosity constant.

The proportion of change is 1/R
2∝ T.

b. (5 points) Use this information to now determine if any of the terrestrial

planets, under these conditions only and not considering any other factors,

could have liquid water. We need to use this relationship of 1/R
2∝

T and the given numbers for water temperatures to determine

how far away the Sun’s rays will keep the water at a liquid state.

We need to find how many times hotter/cooler the water is at



boiling/freezing point compared to normal temperature. Create

a ratio of 373/273 K over 288 K, and then you can square the

numbers and then invert the numbers to get ratios of 0.595/1.12

respectively. We can multiply this by a distance of 1 AU to

determine the distance range where water could be in liquid

state, IGNORING OTHER FACTORS. The range of 0.595 to 1.12

AU will only allow Venus and Earth to have liquid water.

(+1) For creating ratios with the water temperatures

(+1) For inverting the ratios and squaring them as a result of the determined

relationship

(+1) For multiplying it by 1 AU

(+1) For getting a range between 0.595 to 1.12 AU

(+1) For saying Venus and Earth are in the liquid water zone that we determined

(TB#1 - 11 points) Let’s derive some equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in calculus

terms, WITHOUT using any calculus. You’ll have to use calculus terms to express the

equation, but we will strictly work with only algebra.

101. (1 point) First, what is hydrostatic equilibrium? Whenever a fluid/plastic

solid is at rest as a result of external forces and a pressure gradient

being equal in magnitude.

102. (10 points) In terms of a star, we usually want to focus on gravity and

nuclear/thermal pressure. Let’s think about some small point mass being

distance “r” away from the center of a given star in hydrostatic equilibrium (r will

always be on the surface of the star OR within the star itself, because that’s where

the forces will interact). The star has a density of “ρ” and a surface area of “A”.

Depending on where r is, the mass of the star that is “within r” will vary, and this

matters since there will be varying degrees of gravitational influence depending

on how much mass there is to work with (the gravitational force on the surface of

the Earth is weaker than the force near the core, and this same logic can be

applied with stars). Thus this mass is dependent on r and can be expressed as

“M(r).” It’s also important to note that the force of gravity changes with the

radius r as well, so for every infinitely small change of r, there is going to be a

proportional change in gravitational influence as well. We may represent this

proportion as “dr” which is considered a variable. We can modify Newton’s

Universal Law of Gravitation to give us the equation: 𝐹
𝐺

= 𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ𝐴𝑑𝑟

𝑟2

There is also a force of pressure on this small mass. The pressure force outward

on the mass element is related to the difference between the pressure on the

upper surface of the mass element and the lower surface. We denote this pressure



difference “dP,” or the change of pressure. We can create the equation:

𝐹
𝑃

=  − 𝐴𝑑𝑃

a. (4 points) Using those two equations, derive an expression such that you

get on one side of the equation, and then identify if the other side− 𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ

𝑟2

of the equation is dP/dr OR dr/dP (having a fraction with changing

variables indicates how the variable on the numerators changes in

response to the variable that’s changing on the denominator). Firstly, we

need to know how these forces can be related to each other.

Remember that the external force, gravity, is canceled out by

the pressure force when the star is in hydrostatic equilibrium.

That means that FG=FP in order to have the two forces to be

equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. We can substitute

the formulas in to get . We may remove the𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ𝐴𝑑𝑟

𝑟2 =  − 𝐴𝑑𝑃

double negative and then divide both sides by A since they have

the same variable present. To create “dP/dr”, we can simply

divide both sides by dr to move dr to the other side, giving us

our final answer: .− 𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ

𝑟2 = 𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑟

(+1) For making the general relation FG=FP OR FG-FP=0

(+1) For substituting the formulas correctly

(+1) For removing A on both sides

(+1) For receiving the final answer of
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑟

b. (6 points) We can reconsider the expression so that we can find− 𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ

𝑟2

the relationship between how the amount of pressure changes (again

represented by dP) for a small change in mass instead of radius, which we

will represent with “dm.” You’ll need to create an equation that relates

dm to dr, using this information: Whenever you add an infinitely small

amount of r, which is what we’ve been calling dr, you add an extremely

small amount of mass, which is dm. That added mass depends on the

current size of the outermost layer of the star being multiplied by dr and a

term of some sort that quantifies how much mass is packed within the

layer of material. The relationship is dm=[FORMULA]*[OTHER

TERM]*dr, but what formula best represents the “size of the outermost

layer of a star?”



If you successfully derive a relationship between dm and dr, determine

that dP/dm equals in terms of m, r(m), and any other constants, which

ultimately demonstrates a relationship between the change in pressure

and the change in mass. Note that M(r) will change to m and r will

change to r(m), since the equation is focused on changing mass and

seeing how other variables respond to it. Let’s think about how to get

that relationship between dm and dr. If you add a small amount

to the radius, you inherently have to add it to every part around

the star. Since a star is a sphere, you essentially create a very

thin shell! That shell is slightly bigger than the current size of

the star, which is best represented as surface area. We only are

concerned with the outermost layer of the star, so we use

surface area to indicate how big the star is on the outside and

not volume. Thus, using the surface area of a sphere,

dm=4πr
2
ρdr. We can now substitute this into the equation

with the relationship that . Doing so− 𝐺 𝑀(𝑟)ρ

𝑟2 = 𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝑟 = 𝑑𝑚

4π𝑟2ρ

should create this equation: Cancel the ρ− 𝐺 𝑚ρ

𝑟(𝑚)2 = 4π𝑟(𝑚)2ρ𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑚

and make “r” into r(m) and M(r) to m and divide 4πr(m)
2

on

both sides to get the final answer: − 𝐺 𝑚

4π𝑟(𝑚)4 = 𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑚

(+1) For using the surface area of a sphere somewhere, which is 4πr
2

(+1) For using ρ in the relationship between dm and dr

(+1) For having the relationship dm=4πr
2
ρdr or something equivalent to that

(+1) For substituting the dr with an expression of some sort that contains dm

somewhere in it

(+1) For isolating dP/dm

(+1)* For the final answer of − 𝐺 𝑚

4π𝑟(𝑚)4 = 𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑚

*If the student said dr/dP in part a, then their entire equation should

be flipped such that , and the student should still get
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑚 =  − 4π𝑟(𝑚)4

𝐺𝑚

the final point if both listed conditions are met.

The end! I hope this test is a good overview of future content that you may

see in upcoming competitions, but again take some of it (namely Sections A

and D) with a grain of salt with the content they cover. Congratulations, and

best of luck to you in your future astronomy endeavors!


